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... If the land mechanism as a whole is good, then every part is good, whether we understand it or not. If the biota, in the course of eons, has built something we like but do not understand, then who but a fool would discard seemingly useless parts? To keep every cog and wheel is the first precaution of intelligent tinkering.

Aldo Leopold

What if some of the “cogs and wheels” are missing?

What if new parts slipped into the machine?

Can we learn from the original machine to inform new processes and tools?
Fire Disturbance History in Southern Wisconsin
Fire played an enormous role in shaping Southern WI

Fire in combination with other disturbances was the major factor determining the

• composition
• structure
• arrangement

of vegetation throughout the Southern WI landscape prior to European settlement.
The magnitude of the historical role of fire is often under-appreciated.

From a historical perspective, it may be more accurate to regard the absence of fire from the landscape as unnatural rather than natural.
Forest Community Dynamics on Mesic and Dry-mesic Sites in Southern Wisconsin

Prior to fire suppression

- Oak Savanna or Opening
- Recurring fire
- Fire Suppression
Forest Community Dynamics (with and without management) on Mesic and Dry-mesic Sites in Southern Wisconsin
Fire as a Restoration Tool
What is restoration?

Def. The practice of renewing and restoring degraded, damaged, or destroyed ecosystems and habitats through active human intervention and action.

The challenge for restoration is defining targets and using tools to mimic natural processes.
Fire as a Restoration Tool

1. **Mimics Natural Disturbance**

   Stimulates native plant diversity
   - More light to soil – less barrier to seed germination
   - Fire adapted species often drought tolerant species
   - "Insurance policy" for species able to shift and adapt
2. **Mimics Natural Disturbance cont.**

Strongly favors oak – a keystone species
- Acorns – major wildlife food source
- Dappled light to forest floor – increase plant diversity
- Support vast insect diversity – food for migrating birds
- Incredible resprout capacity - oak regeneration accumulates over time
Fire as a Restoration Tool

3. **Compliments other management treatments**

Efficiently treat a large area in one day
- Reduce competition from mesic seedlings and saplings
- Help control fire sensitive invasive species
- Reduce slash after thinning or timber harvest
Rx Fire & Oak Restoration Timeline

- "Thin" for woodland structure
- Additional thinning or timber harvest for structure / reduce competition
- Rx burn
- Multiple size / age classes
- Fire free period
- Increase light to ground layer
- Site maintenance
- Site maintenance
Fire as a Silvicultural Tool
What is silviculture?

Def. The practice of controlling forest composition, structure, and growth to maintain and enhance the forest’s utility for any purpose.

The challenge for silviculture is how to adapt existing tools to meet new objectives.
Fire as a Silvicultural Tool

1. **Site Maintenance**

Prior to stand initiation and after understory reinitiation, fire can be used to keep less desirable species from encroaching in oak dominated stands.

- Red maple
- Exotic / Invasive Species
2. **Establishment of Regeneration**

Seedling establishment may be increased by burning due to a decrease in litter depth and exposure of mineral soil.

- Reduces soil moisture which discourages moisture loving species from becoming established
- May control insect predators of both acorns and new seedlings.
3. **Competitive Advantage**

Competition from other species might be reduced and the proportion of oaks in advanced reproduction might be increased with fire.

- Oak regeneration accumulates in the presence of disturbance
- **Favors a large root:shoot ratio.** Oak seedlings have inherently slow shoot growth and attaining a competitive rate of growth depends upon the development of a large root:shoot ratio and large root mass.
1. Typical upland mixed-hardwood stand.

2. Initial cut to a shelterwood (40 to 60% basal area reduction).

3. After 3-5 years, yellow-poplar dominates the advance regeneration pool.

4. Prescribed fire topkills the advance regeneration, forcing rootstocks to sprout. Overstory damage and mortality limited to trees with slash at their bases.

5. Oak now dominates the advance regeneration pool. Three management options available.

6a. Overstory harvested and additional fires withheld creates a new oak forest.

6b. Overstory retained and additional fires withheld creates a two-age stand.

6c. Repeat burning either stockpiles oak sprouts or creates an oak savanna.
Stand was successfully regenerated, overstory has been removed.

Rx Fire & Oak Forest Management Timeline

- **Pole Timber**
- **Small Sawtimber**
- **Large Sawtimber**

- **1st Thinning**
- **2nd Thinning**
- **3rd Thinning**
- **Shelterwood Seed Cut**
- **Shelterwood Oversory Removal**

**Fire free period**

**Site maintenance**

- **Regen Establishment**
- **Competitive Advantage**
Considerations When Using Fire to Achieve Forest Management Goals
3 Questions to ask when considering fire to achieve your management goals

• Will fire help me achieve my goals?
  - Improve wildlife habitat
  - Reduce invasive species
  - Control competition
  - Regenerate oak

• Will fire benefit the target species or community?
  - Is it a fire dependent community?

• Will the benefits of fire outweigh cost of alternative tools or land management options?
How to plan for fire on your property
How do I effectively implement prescribed fire on my property?

Identify goals & develop a fire management plan
• Tailor burn timing and intensity to help achieve goals

Burning requires training and experience
• Hire a contractor
• Attend burn school training
• Learn from others – network of trained volunteers

Recognize it does cost money
• Prep time required no matter the size of the burn
• Equipment, writing burn plan, securing permits, etc.

Be patient – fire works it’s magic over time!
Additional resources:

WI Prescribed Fire Council website:
http://prescribedfire.org/
  - Provides list of contractors

WI DNR Fire - burning permit information:
http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/ForestFire/permits.html

Fire Effects Information System (FEIS)
https://www.feis-crs.org/feis/
  - Provides information on the effects of fire on plants and animals
Questions?
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